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Appendix A

Algorithm description

Algorithm A1 Transaction Splitting by Count Estimation

Input: δ, F̂ , P̂ , ti , lopt , λ, ϵ1
Output: a set of short transactions R
∪
P̂ ;
1: CS = F̂
2: for l=3 to δ do
3:
for each itemset e of ti s.t. |e| = l do
4:
Calculate Cmax (e), Cmin (e) based on its (l − 1) frequent patterns in CS, ϵ1 ;
5:
if Cmax (e) > λ|D| then
6:
CS = CS ∪ {(e, Cmax (e), Cmin (e))}.
7:
end if
8:
end for
9: end for
10: m = ⌈|ti |/lopt ⌉. //the number of short transactions after splitting.
11: for i=1 to m do
12:
ttemp = {ϕ}; j = |ttemp |; //a short transaction being generated.
13:
while j < lopt do
14:
Update f (e)· weight of each e in CS.
15:
Find emax with highest weight both in CS and ti .
16:
if |ttemp ∪ emax | 6 lopt then
17:
ttemp = ttemp ∪ emax ; ti = ti − {emax };j+ = |emax |; Remove emax from CS;
18:
else
19:
add ttemp to R; break;
20:
end if
21:
end while
22: end for
The splitting process can be seen Algorithm A1. First we privately estimate CS of each long transaction ti , and determine
the number of short transactions after splitting (line 1-12). Next we construct an optimal short transaction ttemp as follows
(line 13-24): (1) ttemp is initialized to {ϕ}; j denotes the length of ttemp . (2) If j is less than lopt , we ﬁrst check wether j is
greater than 0, if yes, we need to update the support of each itemset in CS. Next we ﬁnd emax with the highest weight that
both contained in current CS and ti . (3) Join emax into ttemp , remove it from CS and update ti and j. (4) Repeat (2)-(3)
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Algorithm A2 Release based on weighted reservoir sampling and EM

Input: D, ϵ2 , λ, k
d
Ik
Output: F
ϵ2
′
1: ϵ = 2k
2: for each e in candidate frequent patterns of D do
3:
if C(e) < λ|D| then
4:
Eliminate e from candidate frequent patterns.
5:
else
6:
Cr (e) = RC(e)
//update the support based on equation (B2)
m (e)
′

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

r (e)
e.score = exp( ϵ C2k
). //calculate the score of e
r = Random(). //generate a random number between (0 ∼ 1)
e· sw = 1/re.score . //calculate the sampling weight of e
Finding the maximum weight emax in reservoir.
if |reservoir| < k or e· sw > emax then
Add or replacing an element in reservoir with (e, Cr (e), e· sw).
end if
end if
end for
d
F
Ik = {e|(e, Cr (e)) ∈ reservoir}.
d
for each e in F
Ik do
Cr (e)+ = Lap(2k/ϵ′ )). //add LM noise to the support of e
end for
d
Return F
Ik .

until |ttemp | satisﬁes the length constraint. When one optimal short transaction is generated, we update ti and repeat the
process of ﬁnding an optimal short transaction until all elements of ti are allocated. Detailed process of sampling top-k
frequent patterns under diﬀerential privacy can be seen in Algorithm A2.

Appendix B

Information loss analysis of splitting

Splitting may cause information loss, because the support of some itemsets decreases after splitting. We approximate
information loss by analyzing random splitting. Suppose the length of a long transaction t is l(l > lopt ) and t contains an
i-itemset X. The length constraint on transactions is lopt . From work [23] we can get the probability of an i-itemset X
remaining in the truncation transaction is:

)

(
P rtruncate(i,l) (X) =

l−i
lopt −i
( l )
lopt

(B1)

Based on Equation (B1), we analyze the probability that X remains in ⌈l/lopt ⌉ short transactions after splitting. After
splitting t, there are ⌊l/lopt ⌋ short transactions whose length is lopt and one short transaction whose length may be smaller
than lopt . Let a = l − ⌊l/lopt ⌋ be the number of items in the short transaction with length smaller than lopt .
If a < i, the probability of an i-itemset X remaining in one of ⌊l/lopt ⌋ short transactions is
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If a > i, the probability that X remains in the last short transaction whose length is smaller than lopt is
total probability that X remains in all short transactions of t is
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So after splitting, the probability that X remains in ⌈l/lopt ⌉ short transactions is
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We assume a uniform distribution among transactions with diﬀerent cardinality containing the itemset X. Suppose the
total number of transactions in the database is n. Let fk be the number of transactions of length k containing i-itemset X.
Let µ be the actual support of x, and µ′ be the support of X after splitting. µ′ is a random variable. The expectation of
µ′ is
lopt
∑
f
∑n k
E(µ′ ) = µ · (
j=1

k=i

fj

n
∑

+

f
∑n k

k=lopt +1

j=1

fj

· P rsplit(i,l) (X))

The remaining information rate of i-itemset X after splitting is
lopt

Rm (X) =

∑

fk
∑n

k=i
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j=1 fj

n
∑

+
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j=1

fj

· P rsplit(i,l) (X))

(B2)

Comparison with existing splitting method

Our splitting process is more eﬃcient than existing splitting method. Existing splitting method PFP [25] is implemented
by the following steps: (1)Scan the database for the ﬁrst time to get the support of 2-itemset. (2)Based on the above
statistics, construct an undirected weighted graph. (3)Identify the communities in the graph, and use them to construct the
correlation tree (CR-Tree) to measure the correlation of all items. (4)Based on CR-Tree, scan the database for the second
time to split long transactions. The reasons of ineﬃciency of PFP are as follows: (1)The number of database scanning is
2. (2)The communities mining is ineﬃcient, since the number of items in the database is large. (3)CR-Tree contains the
relations of all items in the database. When splitting each long transaction, they have to search the relations of all items in
CR-Tree. The search space is too large. In fact, there is no need to use the relations of all items to split a long transaction.
Our method can solve the above problem: (1)The number of database scanning is reduced to 1. From our experimental
datasets, we can get that most transactions in the database are short; the statistics of short transactions can reﬂect the
relations of all items. So we use the statistics of short transactions to do the count estimation. (2)For each long transaction,
we only need to estimate the relations of its frequent items and do not need to ﬁnd the relations of all items in the database.
(3)When splitting a long transaction, the search space is its estimated frequent patterns instead of the relations of all items
in CR-Tree, the search space is reduced.

Appendix D
Theorem 1.

Privacy Analysis

Algorithm A2 satisﬁes ϵ2 -diﬀerential privacy.

Proof.
Let (e1 , e2 , · · · , ek ) represent the top-k frequent patterns extracted from the database D using the reservoir
sampling, and P r(e1 , e2 , · · · , ek |D) represents the probability of extracting k patterns from the database D. We can get

P r(e1 , e2 , · · · , ek |D) =

k
∏

ϵ′ C(ei ,D)
)
2△C
ϵ′ C(ei ,D)
)
ei ∈F I exp(
2△C

exp(

∑

i=1

C(ei , D) is the count of the pattern ei in database D, △C is the global sensitivity.
P r(e ,e ,··· ,e |D)

If we can prove P r(e 1,e 2,··· ,e k|D′ ) 6 exp(ϵ2 /2), which means that the probability ratio of sampling k patterns from
1 2
k
neighbor databases D and D′ is no greater than exp(ϵ2 /2), we can get the result that the sampling process in Algorithm
P r(e |D)
A2 satisﬁes ϵ2 /2-diﬀerential privacy. The proof contains two steps: Firstly, we need to prove P r(e i|D′ ) 6 exp(ϵ′ ), which
i
′
means that the probability ratio of extracting one pattern from neighbor database D and D is no greater than exp(ϵ′ ).
Secondly, we need to prove the probability ratio of sampling k patterns is no greater than ϵ2 /2. The proof of the ﬁrst step
is as follows.
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The proof of the second step is as follows.
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According to the above proof, we can get the process of sampling k patterns based on EM satisﬁes ϵ2 /2-diﬀerential
privacy. Since the process of applying LM noise to top-k frequent patterns satisﬁes ϵ2 /2-diﬀerential privacy, Algorithm A2
satisﬁes ϵ2 -diﬀerential privacy.
Theorem 2.

Our scheme satisﬁes ϵ-diﬀerential privacy.

Proof.
Our proposed scheme consists of Algorithm A1 and Algorithm A2. Algorithm A1 satisﬁes ϵ1 diﬀerential privacy.
From Theorem 1, Algorithm A2 satisﬁes ϵ2 diﬀerential privacy. According to the sequential composition, our scheme satisﬁes
ϵ = ϵ1 + ϵ2 diﬀerential privacy.

Appendix E

Experiments

In this section, we verify data utility and eﬃciency of our proposed scheme on real datasets. We conduct all experiments
on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3540M CPU (3.00Ghz) and 8G RAM.
Comparison. We compare our algorithm with two state-of-the-art algorithms in [25] and [26]. We use Diﬀ-FIMCE
to denote our algorithm, while PFP and PrivSuper denote the above two algorithms respectively. All algorithms are
implemented in Java. Since algorithms involve randomization, we ran each algorithm ten times to obtain its average
performance.
Metrics. To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we employ the running time (the time period between input
and output) to measure the eﬃciency, and employ the standard metrics F-score [23] to measure the utility of generated
frequent itemsets.
Datasets. Real datasets we used in experiments are PUMSB [30], POS [31], BMS-WebView-1(WV1) [31] and BMSWebView-2(WV2) [31]. Detailed information of datasets is shown in Table E1.
Table E1

Detailed information of datasets

Dataset

|D|

|I|

Max|t|

Avg|t|

PUMSB

49046

2088

63

50

POS

515597

1657

164

6.5

BMS-WebView-1(WV1)

59602

497

267

2.5

BMS-WebView-2(WV2)

77512

3340

161

5.0

|D| is the number of records of a dataset, |I| is the number of distinct items, Max|t| and Avg|t| denote the maximal
and the average record length respectively.

Appendix E.1

Eﬀect of lopt

In our scheme, the optimal length lopt is set to the value that the percentage of the transactions with cardinality no greater
than lopt is at least η percentage. With the change of η, we observe the utility of the release result of our scheme on four
datasets. The parameters used here are set as: λ is 0.08 on POS, 0.7 on PUMSB, 0.01 on WV1 and 0.012 on WV2. α and
γ are 0.5. ρ is 0.01. ϵ is 1. η varies from 0.5 to 0.9. From Fig E1, we can see, when η is small, the results on F-score are
poor(0.6-0.72). This is because lots of information is lost due to the transformation of the database. Then, the utility is
improved as η increases from 0.5 to 0.8. When η increases to 0.8, the F-Scores on four datasets achieve highest(0.86-0.93).
When the constraint is larger than 0.8, the utility has fallen slightly(0.7-0.83). This is because more noise is required
according to diﬀerential privacy. It oﬀsets the gains obtained by preserving information, which decreases the quality of the
results.

Appendix E.2

Utility

In this experiment, we compare the utility of three algorithms. The parameters we used here are set as follows: λ is set
to 0.08 on POS and 0.7 on PUMSB, 0.01 on WV1 and 0.012 on WV2. γ is 0.5, ρ is set to 0.01, η is set to 0.8. α varies
from 0.1 to 0.9, k varies from 10 to 200, ϵ varies from 0.5 to 1.5. With the change of α, we observe the eﬀect on the utility
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Eﬀect of lopt (F-Score vs. η)
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Figure E2

Eﬀect of α on utility

of our proposed scheme (Diﬀ-FIMCE). With the change of k and ϵ, we observe the utility of the three algorithms on four
datasets.

Figure E3

Utility Evaluation

Eﬀect of α on utility. We observe the utility of Diﬀ-FIMCE on four datasets with the change of α. Here we set ϵ = 1 and
k = 100. From Fig.E2, we can see, when α varies from 0.1 to 0.2, the results on F-score are relatively poor(< 0.75). This
is because the magnitude of noise added to transaction splitting is too large, which results in a larger information loss and
aﬀects the accuracy of the release result. When α varies from 0.3 to 0.7, the results on F-score are relatively good(0.83-0.93).
When α varies from 0.7 to 0.9, the utility becomes lower(< 0.8). The main reason is that when privately sampling top-k
frequent itemsets based on EM, too much noise is added to the support of the patterns and aﬀects the accuracy.
Eﬀect of k on utility. We set ϵ = 1, α = 0.5 and observe the utility of Diﬀ-FIMCE, PrivSuper and PFP with diﬀerent
values of k on four datasets. From Fig.E3 (a)-(d), we can see that the F-Scores of Diﬀ-FIMCE always higher than that of
PrivSuper(+3-5%) on each dataset in all cases. This is because we split long transactions instead of random truncation,
the information loss is much lower. The F-Scores of Diﬀ-FIMCE always higher than that of PFP(+5-9%). Comparing with
PFP, when splitting we consider only frequent patterns of this transaction instead of the relationship of all items, so it is
much more accurate. PrivSuper performs better than PFP(+2-4%), this is because PrivSuper directly searches for maximal
frequent itemsets, and subsequently adds their sub-itemsets to the results without additional privacy budget consumption.
With the increase of k, the F-scores of the three algorithms are all reduced. This is because the amount of added noise is
greater.
Eﬀect of ϵ on utility. We set k = 100, α = 0.5 and observe the utility of three algorithms with varying the privacy
budget ϵ from 0.5 to 1.5 on four datasets. From Fig.E3 (e)-(h), we ﬁnd that Diﬀ-FIMCE always achieves better performance
than the other two algorithms(+3-10%) for the same privacy level. The F-scores of PrivSuper are always higher that of
PFP(+2-5%), this is because they only add noise to the maximal frequent itemsets and thus reduces the sensitivity of the
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private release. With the decrease of privacy budget, the values of three algorithms on F-score are decreasing. The reason
is that more noise is added to the computation of frequent patterns. For the same privacy budget, the value of F-scores on
POS and WV1 are higher than the values on PUMSB and WV2. This can be explained by less high support of itemsets in
POS and WV1, which causes less information loss in transaction splitting.

Appendix E.3

Eﬃciency

In this experiment, we compare the execution time of three algorithms. The parameters we used in this experiment are set
as follows: The privacy budget ϵ is set to 1.0. α and γ are 0.5. ρ is set to 0.01, η is set to 0.8. λ is set to 0.08 on POS and
0.7 on PUMSB, 0.01 on WV1 and 0.012 on WV2. k varies from 10 to 200. With the change of k , we observe the eﬃciency
of three algorithms on four datasets.

Figure E4

Eﬃciency Evaluation

Eﬀect of k on eﬃciency. From Fig.E4 (a)-(d), we can observe the running time of three algorithms on four datasets
respectively with the increase of k. We can see that Diﬀ-FIMCE performs better than PrivSuper, the running time of DiﬀFIMCE is always lower than that of PrivSuper about 8-50s. This is because PrivSuper needs to perform the FIM algorithm
twice, which consumes too much time. The ﬁrst time is performing an no private FIM algorithm to get the statistics of the
true top-k frequent itemsets, which will be used to save the privacy budget in the next privately release; the second time
is performing a FIM algorithm in a diﬀerential privacy way by using the above statistics to get the noisy top-k frequent
itemsets. From the ﬁgures, we can also see that Diﬀ-FIMCE is more eﬃcient than PFP. The running time of Diﬀ-FIMCE is
always lower than that of PFP about 145-255s. The reason for low eﬃciency of PFP is that it needs to ﬁnd the correlation
of all items in advance and uses the relation to guide the splitting. Their splitting method is too ineﬃcient, it always
consumes several hundreds of seconds on each dataset. We has improved the eﬃciency of the transaction splitting method,
the core idea of our method is ﬁnding the relations of frequent items in each long transaction based on count estimation,
which can reduce the preprocessing time and the number of database scanning. Moreover, we employ weighted reservoir
sampling combing with EM to further improve the eﬃciency of the privately release. Therefore, Diﬀ-FIMCE performs best.
With the increase of k, the running time of three algorithms on four datasets are all increasing. This is because the size of
candidate frequent item sets becomes larger, which consumes much more time to do the mining.
Beneﬁt of splitting based on count estimation. To better understand the beneﬁt of transaction splitting based on
count estimation, we apply it to PFP by replacing its method of transaction splitting. Let PFP+CE denote the modiﬁed
scheme. We compare the running time of PFP and PFP+CE with diﬀerent values of k on PUMSB and POS. The parameters
we used are set as: ϵ is 1.0, λ is set to 0.08 on POS and 0.7 on PUMSB, 0.01 on WV1 and 0.012 on WV2, α and γ are 0.5, ρ
is 0.01, η is 0.8, k varies from 10 to 200. From Fig.E4(e)-(f), we can see that the modiﬁed scheme PFP+CE performs better
performance than PFP on each dataset, the running time of PFP+CE can save at least 200s comparing with PFP. The
main reason is that we split long transactions based on count estimation instead of the correlation of all items in database,
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which reduces the preprocessing time. PFP needs to ﬁnd the correlation of all items in the preprocessing, which always
consumes hundreds of seconds and results in lower eﬃciency. PFP+CE scans the database only once and needs a little
preprocessing time, its eﬃciency is higher.
Beneﬁt of weighted reservoir sampling. To better understand the beneﬁt of weighted reservoir sampling, we apply it
to TF [22] by replacing its sampling method of EM. TF [22] is a private top-k release scheme based on EM by considering
the frequent patterns with length no greater than l. Let TF+reservoir denote the modiﬁed scheme. Next we compare the
running time of TF and TF+reservoir with diﬀerent values of k on on PUMSB and POS. The parameters we used are set
as: ϵ is 1.0, k varies from 10 to 200. To better observe the performance , we set λ to 0.04 on POS and 0.5 on PUMSB.
Since the more the candidate frequent patterns the higher the diﬀerence of the two methods. From Fig.E4(g)-(h), we can
see that the modiﬁed scheme TF+reservoir performs better performance than TF on each dataset, its running time can be
saved about 8-20s. TF privately releases top-k frequent patterns based on EM and its core strategy is weighted random
sampling. It needs to traverse the frequent itemsets twice. TF+reservoir only needs to traverse the frequent itemsets only
once, it is more eﬃcient.

Appendix F

Related works

Recently, more and more works have begun addressing privacy preserving of diﬀerent data mining tasks [4], such as
classiﬁcation [35], clustering [5, 34] and frequent patterns mining. We focus on summarizing privacy preserving of frequent
itemsets mining (PPFIM). These works can be divided into three categories:
[Secure computation] A number of schemes for PPFIM have been proposed based on secure computation. They
focus on the privacy preservation of FIM in a distributed environment or in an outsourcing scenario. For example, in a
distributed environment, the works in [6, 7] employ secure computation of scalar products to ﬁnd global frequent itemsets
across vertically partitioned data. Clifton et al. [8] employ secure multi-party computation to ﬁnd global frequent itemsets
across horizontally partitioned data. When the task of FIM is outsourced, Wong et al. [9, 10] propose a secure encryption
scheme based on item mapping for privacy preservation in frequent itemset mining. Evﬁmievski et al. [11] design some
random operations to protect the privacy of FIM. These works are diﬀerent from our work, they all focus on avoiding privacy
leakage during collaborative computations among multiple parties, while we focus on the release of frequent itemsets itself
does not leak private information in a centralized scenario.
[K-anonymity] There are some schemes for FIM based on k-anonymity. k-anonymity means for any transaction ti in a
dataset, and for any subset of m items in ti , there are at least k−1 other transactions with the same m items. Atzori et al. [12]
studies how to eliminate re-identiﬁcation attacks for frequent patterns mining based on k-anonymity. Xu et al. [13] propose
a (h, k, p)-coherence anonymity framework to release frequent itemsets. Hua et al. [14] propose a k-support anonymity
scheme based on pseudo taxonomy for FIM. Several anonymity works for pubishing transactional data are also loosely
related to our work. [15] presents a rule-based anonymity model for publishing transactional dataset. [16–18] propose some
anonymity schemes with a reduced information loss and a lower computational complexity of the anonymization process. [19]
studies the privacy breach caused by unsafe correlations in transactional data where individuals have multiple tuples in a
dataset. [32] studies a new technique ensuring privacy in big data: K-anonymity without prior value of the threshold k. [33]
proposes an eﬃcient scheme based on K-anonymity. [36, 37] study how to reduce side eﬀects of hiding sensitive itemsets
and make an optimizing based on GA-based algorithms. K-anonymity cannot provide suﬃcient privacy protection against
adversaries with arbitrary prior knowledge. These schemes are vulnerable to many types of privacy attacks, for example
the composition attack [20, 38], foreground knowledge attack [21].
[Diﬀerential privacy] Diﬀerential privacy [2] can oﬀer strong theoretical guarantees against attackers with arbitrary
background knowledge. For this reason, several studies start to address this issue by diﬀerential privacy. Since the high
dimensionality of long transactions, the sensitivity is very high. To reduce sensitivity, several methods are proposed. Bhaskar
et al. [22] propose two kinds of diﬀerentially private FIM schemes based on LM [2] and EM [3] by considering candidate
frequent patterns with length no greater than l. Zeng et al. [23] propose a diﬀerentially private FIM scheme, which contains
a heuristic transaction truncation method to reduce sensitivity. Li et al. [24] propose to construct a graph to ﬁnd the basis
set, and then project long transactions to the basis set to reduce sensitivity. Su et al. [25] propose a method of transaction
splitting to reduce sensitivity, ﬁrst they ﬁnd the relationship of all items, and then split transactions based on the above
results. PriSuper [26] employs random sampling to truncate long transactions, and then uses SEM mechanism to release
top-k frequent patterns based on the maximum frequent itemsets found in advance. The above schemes cannot achieve both
high utility and eﬃciency. The latest work [27] presents a scheme for frequent itemset mining based on local diﬀerential
privacy.
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